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Bolly Pitch Gauge STEP 5  Reading the Pitch 

Hang the Pitch Gauge on the  leading edge of the blade Using the mark 

you put on the flat side of the blade in  STEP 3. Make sure the arm is 

swinging freely. Now read the Pitch. 

This Blade is Pitch at 17.5 

degrees. The Bolly Pitch 

Gauge will work on most 

other brands of Prop as 

well. Use the torque setting 

on the pitch Gauge to re 

torque the bolt, if using a 

Bolly Prop. 



Bolly Pitch Gauge STEP 4  levelling the Blade  

Use the top straight edge of the Pitch Gauge, and place it on the trail-

ing edge of the blade. The fig below shows the blade off by 5 degrees 

Move the blade up or down until the Pitch Gauge reads 0 degrees as per 

fig below. Now your blade is level.  

Bolly Pitch Gauge STEP 1 reading the Gauge 

Each mark reads as 1/2 degree, the left picture shows the pointer on  

20 degrees. By lining the two side pointers on a mark, the centre (main 

pointer) will line exactly between marks. Now you have 1/4 degrees. 

The right picture reads 20 and a 1/4 degrees. 

Place Blade tip here to  

set Blade diameter  

Handle  

Straight edge used  

the level the Prop Hub 

Prop Diameter  

Hole for hanging up the Pitch Gauge 

Attach  to the leading 

edge of the Prop Blade 

Prop Blade and Hub 

bolt torque settings 

Top and side edges can be used as a square  



Bolly Pitch Gauge STEP 2 Levelling the Prop 

1 Place straight edge of 

Pitch Gauge against the 

prop Hub. As shown. 

Once the Pitch Gauge reads 

0 degrees the Hub is level. 

You may need to place 

blocks or similar under the 

nose or tail wheel until the 

Gauge reads 0 degrees.  

This will ensure that the 

Pitch reading taken from 

the blades is accurate.  

 

 

You only need to do this step if you need to know the Pitch of the blades. 

If you just want to check that all the blades are pitched the same, then skip 

this STEP and go direct to STEP 3. 

Bolly Pitch Gauge STEP 3 prop diameter  

The Pitch is taken from 75% of the Blade. The Bolly Pitch Gauge works 

this out for you.  

Place the tip of the Blade into to cut out marked TIP on the Pitch Gauge. 

Make sure you are using the 

flat side of the blade. Using 

the Blade diameter markers 

on the pitch Gauge, place a 

mark on your blade using 

the marker that is the same 

as your blade diameter. 

The Blade shown here is a BOLLY OPTIMA SERIES 3 68 INCH. 
A mark is placed on the flat side of the blade at the 68 inch marker. 


